A BETTER LAND

VOICES CALLING US THERE
Then I would like to remind you that there are voices from heaven calling us there.
How can Heaven seem such a long way off when we have so many watching for us at the gate?
Surely it is nearer than Greenland's icy mountains or India's coral shores.
When the baby went through the Valley, it seemed only a step in fact, so short was the distance
that when the gate of paradise opened to let in the spirit bright, the light fell back upon our tear
stained faces, and some of us have never seemed quite to lose it. I have met several people
whose countenances have lost their cold, stern expressions since the children passed into the
warm, kind land, as though some tiny fingers held ajar its doors that a Ray of light might rest
upon those behind.
You, remember, when you made a very pillow of Flowers, for the sweet, fair face, how real heaven
seemed! — How near! — So near that you said as you put hot kisses on the still, cold lips, “mother
will soon be there, mother will soon be there.” Can the little voice ever cease calling? Can the
din of life ever be so great as to drown it? Can the photograph of the star-like eyes and the
dimpled chin hung in your heart ever become so dusty and worn with earths uphill climbing as
to hide it? No, no! You don't need to find the little shoes, or look at the left playthings or open
the drawer where the unused clothes lie. No! Heartless as the world may be thought. I have
found that no rumble of life's chariot wheels, no thunder-clasp of its calamities, no cries of its
claims, no moans of its sorrows can drown these sky-voices.
Perhaps the voice which reaches the deeper recesses of the leader is that of another calling.
Some think her gentle pleading tones were silenced long ago — that others had filled the place.
There may have been things about the world and life that have tried to crush out her memory,
but how could they? Who, or what can be as her? Can money, with its exacting demands, so
hard to get — can the world with its best treasures so empty — can our friends who have their
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own interests first to look after — can amusements, which always stay behind dropped curtain,
or sink beneath waxed floors — can even the children take her place?
At the close of day they nestle upon our shoulders and tell us their troubles — of the doll’s eye
fallen in, or the horses leg fallen out, and we wish our mother was there that we might do the
same: tell out our troubles as freely — how some of our pretty things have crumbled, and our
hopes fallen, just the same unexpected manner. She always listened, always understood, always
saw the best side in us, and most admired any of our accomplishments. Our erring swell, with
abundant mercy she covered them, and by her tears and entreaties, and often sacrifices, did her
best to heal up the sore places our sins had made.
Who can fill her place? No matter who sits in that chair, it will always be empty; who strokes back
the curl from the brow, the touch will always be different. The doctor, who was intensely kind,
and particularly interested in the case, could not detect the hectic flush as soon as she could;
neither could dear father, who thought the world of his boy, hear the cough as quickly. It was
mother — and believe me her voice can never be silent. She knows your name, and no matter
what honors were yours , or what changes took place, she never called you any other than
George, or Frank, or Alice, and if a thousand people said your name at the same moment, you
would know which voice was mothers. Can you not hear it calling now?
He would leave home; He would go! The gray-haired mother, with deep furrows in the brow,
shoulders somewhat rounded, and a step which seemed all the steadier for a strong arm to lean
upon, said with a good deal of emotion in her voice. “Well George, you know you said when
your father died that you would remain with me anyway, that you would be a dutiful son, and do
what you could to fill the breach.” Clearing her throat: “perhaps there is some little arrangement
I could make, said the mother, contemplating new sacrifices she could make, and more of her
savings she could spend, “to make the Country Life a little brighter for him.” But all this lovely
thoughtfulness was wasted, for the boy would go. Some wild fancy filled his brain, and tempted
by evil companions he left home for the far northwest.
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Years passed away heartbreak, and the sickness of hope deferred tugged away at life's last
tendril, and one day she said “I am dying. Is there not some machine into which I can speak, and
by which I can speak again when I am gone?”
The machine was brought, and she was held up on the pillows to talk in the photograph. Life
was far spent, and the effort cost her a great deal. The voice was very much broken, the sentence
is disconnected, and the little man who operated the phonograph was so much moved by the
scene that it was with the greatest difficulty he could conceal his emotion; the mother's dying
prayer was that the record should reach the boy, and God put an angel's wing under it which
bore it straight to him.
A man who was traveling in the far West with a phonograph for a living, tells the sequel of the
story:
“I was giving an exhibition in Arizona, and a big, rough fellow took a great notion to me
and my machine. He came and listened to everything that I had, and paid me several dollars at
times, an’ yet he didn't seem to care for the music. One night he began asking me questions
about the machine, and after a while he asked me if the things - meaning the records - we're all
the same size and would fit my machine. I told him they were, and he went away.”
“The next night he came in and asked me if I would shut the door, and let no one else in, for five
dollars. I was a little scared, and he said, “I only want the doors shut for a little while, but I don't
want anyone else listening to the machine talk. He looked so kind of wistful that I agreed to his
proposal and shut and locked the door and came back to my machine. Then the man opened a
box that he had, and there were two phonograph records carefully packed in. He says, “I want
to hear these,’ and handed the box over to me as if he were afraid to touch ‘em. One was marked
No. 1 And I took it out and put it on the machine. I hadn't much more than started the motor
when the machine began to talk. It was a woman's voice, and began by saying: “George, my
poor lost boy, I will not be alive when you come home, and I want to talk to you before I die.” I
caught on that it was something private then, and pretended like not to take much notice; but I
couldn't help watching my customer, and see the tears running down his face, and in a minute
he put his head down on the table, and I could see him shake all over with the sobs he was trying
to keep down. When the cylinder ran down to the end he never looked up, but I took the record
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off and put on No. 2 when that run out he was crying like a baby, and just made a motion with
his hands for me to put ‘em through again.
“After I had run ‘em off five times, he got quiet, and said; If I could only talk to her, too.” “Who?”
I asked. “My mother”, he said; “that's my mother talking”, then I packed the two records into a
box and he took them away.
“The Salvation Army folks told me afterward that this man had come into them one night, and
just went up to the bench in front end knelt down as if that was what he had come for. They
prayed with him, and he got what they called “converted “ they said he went right to talking
telling how well he'd been brought up, and how he had gone wrong and wandered around until
he got news of his mother's death, and then the box came in the message from his mother.
“I tell you what! When I think of those two records, I feel like taking my machine and joining the
army, or traveling around getting records from folks whose boys, or husbands, or brothers have
gone away, and then hunting for the folks they talk to. I'd rather help to get a feller feeling like
he wanted to quit his meanness, like Sam Jones, says, then to make a thousand dollars.
Oh, what exquisite intermingling of earth and heaven, divine and human working for the
Salvation of this man!
If there is anybody who will read this praying for a wayward child I would say, don't give up; All
heaven is with you.
When a heart goes into the wilderness to find a lost one for the Kingdom, all the love of divinity
comes down to show nature’s love the way, and the two meet and join hands , and interweave
a chain, and to every link of human love there are ten thousand links of the divine, until there is
no depth of sin and depravity, no chasm of heartbreak and life wreck that it cannot reach, and,
reaching, then all the chains forged in the furnace of Golgotha agony take hold, while Angel and
seraph, and Archangel with one stupendous, heaven echoing, earth reaching, heart thrilling
shout cry: “up, up, up! And the soul is lifted and saved.”
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Oh, this great, limitless, measureless, everlasting love of God sweeping all space; covering all
differences; loving all sinners! Bring forth all the ladders of the earth and chain them together by
immortal bands, and yet I cannot climb its Heights. Bring forth all the lines, and weight them with
the woe which broke Christ's heart, and yet I cannot fathom its depths. Lend me the six wings of
Isaiah's serif, yet I cannot sweep its circumference.
Love surpassing understanding!
Angels would thy mystery scan;
yet so tender that it reaches
to the lowest child of man.
Love that comes right down from streets of light to the mud walks of earth, coming to find man
in his depths, that it may lift him to its height , before the shades of eternal night sweep of the
Sky of his “day of grace.”
The whole world is full of inquiry, “what is religion?” Does anyone ask it here? I have a quick
answer: it is the love of God in the heart, and love will push its way, giving the whole life its
coloring. So does God's love. It runs into everything, and religion is of no value unless it can fit
into every circumstance of life.
I have no faith in that so called Christianity which is like a best jacket - hanging on the back on
the Sabbath, and hanging on the door all through the week. Beautiful in the pew, but useless in
the kitchen. Can go with the man to church on Sunday, but cannot go to the store on Monday
in case it interferes with the sale of the goods. No, no! My religion does for president or peasant,
for King or cook. It does for the merchant and makes accurate statements about his merchandise.
It does for the lawyer, and keeps him from distorting the truth in the presentation of his case. It
does for the architect, and spreads between the bricks well-tempered mortar, instead of
unslaked lime. It gets into the fishmongers basket, and declares the value of a true tongue as
well as “fresh fish.” It does for the wealthy and holds back hands of unjust oppression from the
poor. It fastens in the human breast the heart of a savior, and makes —
John Howard's for the Dungeons;
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Florence Nightingale's for the wounded;
Elizabeth Frys for the prisoners;
Shaftsbury's for the costermongers;
Frances Willards for the fallen, and
William Booths for the downtrodden and
oppressed of every land and clime.
FAITH LEADING THERE
The tracks laid down for the journey to the better world are laid exactly upon the same principles
as those upon which we run the whole machinery of this - the principles of trust. Stop the faith
man has in man, and the whole commercial wheel gives a jerk and halts. We could no more travel
by sea. We should have no confidence in the shipwrights who laid the foundations of the vessel,
where the captain who walks the bridge at midnight, or the pilot’s integrity of character and
knowledge of the rocks to steer us through the “narrows.”
We should know more travel by land. We should doubt the ability of the engine driver to watch
and obey the signals, and the signal man to give them at the right time and place, and feel quite
sure that flames would be dragging the souls from our shoes, and scorching the skin from our
faces, through the old man with that black, greasy box forgetting to put sufficient oil on the
wheels. Stores, banks, warehouses, factories, institutions of every imaginable description would
hang their blinds, empty their rooms, and the whole world, while want and hunger played the
death March, would tramp to funeral of a world’s aggression. And if trust is the only means by
which we can come into possession of these natural things which fade and fail, should we wonder
or question, or be confused if it is only by trust and faith we can come into possession of the
much greater and immortal things?
If we can only obtain those things which are within our reach by the means of faith, we should
think about God's law hard which makes faith the only possible means by which we can obtain
eternal things beyond our reach — things out of reach of these mortal hands of minds; Things
which cannot be detected by these dim, mortal eyes; things over which men in their philosophical
research and impatient peerings through the gates God has locked, so often get into such a
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terrible, black confusion, for they are things so indisputably real, and indescribably fair, and
inexpressibly dear, that they can only be seen, reached and grasped by faith.
A man I met the other day denied God's existence because he, the creator, had withheld from
him, the creature, the interpretations of some mysterious happenings. He made no allowance
for faith in the better world, although without it he could not live in this.
FAITH, the one link between the soul and truth;
FAITH, the most invincible force and the Kingdom of the mind;
FAITH, the chief cornerstone in the temple of every virtue;
FAITH, the eye that can penetrate the clouds and find God in the dark, and sees easily and
closely existing realities which mortal eyes cannot follow;
FAITH, the hand which can press through bewildering trial and every uh position, and hang on
to God's saving arm the souls burden;
FAITH, the traveler which, through the path of gloom, can trace its way by its own light reflected
from the city whether it's bound — “A better world.”
No foundation for the church, no Salvation for the Sinner, no solace for the dying pillow, no
harbor for some sorrow beaten, no father for the orphan - no God, no Christ, no Heaven without
faith.
Somebody says: your definition of faith, Miss Booth, is very good, but is faith practicable? Yes, it
is the only thing that is. Feeling is very good, but storms can slay it; Sight is precious, but midnight
blinds it. But faith creates its own emotions and carries its own lamp. Thousands have had it,
exercised it, proved it, and won Heaven by it.
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REMEMBER THE MARTYRS
Oh! What wondrous, saving helpful, precious faith! Taking the sharpness out of Lions teeth —
taking the sting out of furnace flame — making endurable the torture of thumbscrew and
wrenching rack. I see them, young and fair — in the spring of life, old, trembling in its late winter;
Some say: “I come, Lord Jesus!” Some: “into the hands I commit my spirit!” Some: “O Lord God
of truth, thou hast redeemed me!”
Oh! What upholding, comforting, conquering arms are found in this faith — making the weakest
mighty, and even the children great.
Look at the crowd of unbelievers gathered to feast their eyes upon helpless agony; They did not
fail to catch a glimpse of the glory into which their victims were about to enter. The faces of their
accusers, depicting diabolical spite, take on an expression of questioning wonderment, as they
witnessed the Saints of God die in the peace in which they lived. They question from whence the
light that shines upon their countenance, and upon what rock do their feet stand that they
trembled not in this hour of martyrdom. It is the rock of faith supporting - it is the light of faith,
smiling while they cry, “O death, where is thy sting? Oh grave, where is thy victory?”
THE SAINTS REWARDED THERE
Lastly, I see in this better world it is the shore home and reward for the faithful unto death. We
cannot help but say that some of God's children have a very hard and disappointing time on
earth; Hard toil for the hands, sickness for the body, anxiety for the home, patched clothes for
the back, and maybe rejected love for the heart; But the combined powers of the universe cannot
keep them from the “better country not made with hands.“
All the grinding poverty that ever crowded a man into a small Garret down a back alley cannot
keep him from the mansion prepared for those who love him. All the sorrows which ever tore the
strings of the human heart cannot hold back the spirit from the jubilant seat of the marriage
supper of the lamb. All the Devils which were ever permitted to attack the soul cannot rob it of
one thrill of the captivating joy which will possess it in that land. There will be no feet so weary
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with life’s travels as to miss their footing within these portals, and no eyes so dim with long
watching as to escape any of the brilliancy on Jesus's face. In this world there are comparatively
few positions of honor - out of the great majority of wrestling humanity, the small minority climb
up to fill them; But when the numberless multitudes pass into the city, there will be no rivalry - a
throne for each, a Crown for each, a Royal robe for each, and for each their abundant and
promised reward, compensating for every loss, every tear and every sacrifice.
A French ship had been beating for long months amid the sudden storms characteristic of
southern seas. One morning there came a cry. “Land, land!” Passengers rushed on deck, crew
rushed on death; The worried countenance of the captain took on a wonderful light, but the
outlines were so vague, and the uncertainty made the hours as days. Was it land? If so, what
land? Was it France? Could it be France, or was it a strange country? After much straining of
eyes, and the exhausting of arm muscles holding see glasses, their burst through the vessel a
shout which tingled the ears of the smallest cabin boy. “France, France - it is France!” So it will
be with us after the beating on the sea of life, after passing through the narrows of death; The
cry will not be “France,“ but “Heaven, Heaven, Heaven!”
Closed are those gates to all strife and sorrow.
The widow throws off her widowhood, and in the bliss of an everlasting reunion.
Parents cry: “no more suspense! I see the children coming down the bank!”
The orphans — no more loneliness and weeping: “there is mother! There is father!”
No more hunger — no more death — no more tears — no more parting — no more graveopening — no more heart-tearing! It is Heaven! Heaven — the Heaven promised the righteous,
Heaven — the home of the pure, Heaven — the better land! Can you not catch something of the
glory, as through portals of streaming light and interlacing garlands of fadeless beauty, and
outspread wing of glistening Angel, there passes the numberless procession of the cross bearers,
the redeemed by the blood, blessers of the poor, the upholders of truth, the watchers by the
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sick, the seekers for the needy, the declarers of righteousness from the pulpit, street corner and
platform, into their immortal home?
IT IS HEAVEN
Heaven ablaze with the brightest light that ever shone, aspray with the Pearliest fountains ever
showered; ablush with the finest flowers ever created, and a ring with the hosannas of the
redeemed — the sweetest music that can reach the ear or thrill the heart of God. It is Heaven —
the home of the righteous, the reward of the good, the blessed land of the Saints, the city of
God — Heaven!
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